Livorno Shore Excursions
Stop in Panzano- (1hour and 30 minutes from Livorno)
We will reach Panzano in Chianti passing the Chiantigiana road...known in the world as SS222.
Greve in Chianti (the old name was Greve; in 1972 was renamed Greve in Chianti after the inclusion
of that area in the Chianti wine district) is a town and comune (municipality) in the province of
Florence, Tuscany, Italy. It is located about 31 kilometres (19 mi) south of Florence on A1 highway,
and 42 kilometres (26 mi) north of Siena.
Sitting in the Val di Greve, it is named for the small, fast-flowing river that runs through it, is the
principal town in the Chianti wine district which stretches south of Florence to just north of Siena.
Until recently it has been a quiet, almost bucolic town because it was, and still is, well off the main
roads.
Even in ancient days Greve was not isolated because it was well-connected by secondary roads to the
Via Volterrana and via Francigena. Nowadays, it is connected to the A1 superstrada between Florence
and Rome and the main road between Florence and Siena. The old road network ensured easy access
to Florence and to other places such as Figline where its tradesmen and farmers found ready markets
for their goods and produce.
Tour Highlights
Stop in Panzano to the family winery (worth it);
Stop in Montefioralle ( sightseeing of the medieval Village);
Stop to the famous butcher where you will enjoy the meet;
Stop in Greve in Chianti;
Stop at Stefania Home ( euro 32 p.p. It will be paid on spot);
Finally , we will drive back to Livorno.
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